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About Bigwave media
We are:

Our client range includes:

•

A 13 year old agency, formed from a leisure
background, which employs 45+ members
of staff across the UK

•

Non-profit distributing organisations such
as leisure and cultural Trusts and registered
Charities

•

A business growth full-service agency
providing Marketing Solutions, Digital
Solutions, and Business Solutions to the
leisure and culture industries

•

•

A Google Partner, Facebook Marketing
Partner, and a Recommended Agency
Register (RAR) listed agency  

In-house local authority leisure
management teams, - including Health &
Fitness, Swimming Development, Sports
Development, Play Development, and
Business Development Managers  

•

Working extensively across the United
Kingdom with clients in England, Wales,
Scotland, and Ireland, providing hands on
leisure and cultural marketing experience
and client support on a bespoke basis.

Sport's Governing Bodies, e.g. for
example, the Amateur Swimming
Association’s Divisional Business Managers
and Aquatics Officers

•

Leisure sector bodies and suppliers, e.g. Community Leisure UK, CLOA, Quest NBS,
Leisure-net, Debit Finance, XN Leisure.

•

We work with more than
550 leisure and cultural
based facilities in the UK.
We have in-house expertise in:
•

Marketing leisure and cultural services

•

Campaign management

•

Graphic design

•

Web, Search Engine Optimisation,
and wider digital content
development expertise

•

Digital/’e’/social marketing strategy
development, including proven social
media campaign deployment
and management

•

Data analytics, including the use of
market segmentation and penetration
demographics to target
specific populations    

Integrated campaigns:
We have a wide range of campaign experience
with results achieved for different business
areas including, health and fitness, swimming
lessons, junior programming, softplay, golf,
sports development, group workout classes,
referral, retention, events, and many more.  
The core of our business is running successfully
planned, fully-integrated campaigns across the
leisure industry. Each project is bespoke and
tailored direct to the requirements and goals of
the individual client.  

For support creating or
rolling out your bounce-back
campaigns please:
Call us on: 01392 492 380
Email us via: info@bigwavemedia.co.uk
Contact us online via:
bigwavemedia.co.uk/contact.html
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Introduction
The aim of this guide is providing useful
information, tools and ideas for the short
and long term as you aim to bounce-back
from the COVID-19 pandemic and get
customers back through your doors.
The COVID 19 pandemic closed the doors
to all the UK’s leisure and cultural facilities.
Bringing back customers will be a challenge
with potential barriers to overcome.
There will be physical barriers – the need
to implement new layouts or systems that
facilitate social distance in facilities, sessions
and shows. There will be sociological and
psychological barriers – soothing concerns for
health and safety or the shift form isolation to
social environments.
Fundamentally the challenge is set for
marketers and operators to address these
concerns and run effective marketing
campaigns that reassure, motive and
stimulate people back into health and back
into culture.
We hope this guide will be useful in helping
your organisation bounce back.
An accompanying Campaign pack is available,
for free, which includes a number of the
templates for the resources/tools mentioned
or shown in this guide.
Download your free Campaign pack

Team Bigwave
www.bigwavemedia.co.uk
01392 492 380
info@bigwavemedia.co.uk

Free
Campaign
Kit
To assist you in producing your
own bounce-back campaign we
have created a free campaign kit
featuring tools and templates to
assist you.
The free kit includes:
•

Campaign Guide

•

Campaign Brief template

•

Campaign Plan template

•

Campaign Guide template

•

Campaign Report template

Download your free Campaign pack

The
starting point
You are going to need to adapt and review
your marketing as the market will be a very
different place, with buying patterns and
consumer confidence varying massively.
However, this not mean throwing away the
years of effort and exposure that you have
already worked so hard to achieve through
your pre COVID-19 marketing!
Those businesses with annual plans and
budgets running from April 2020 for the next
financial year may have already been in the
development or finalisation stages of setting
out their plans with ideas, or even campaigns,
ready to roll. These do not need to be thrown
out to start again!
Look back, review and understand:
•

What we were doing before - what worked,
what did not and why!

•

What could, or should, we do differently?

•

Is our message still clear and relevant to
the audience and consistent to what we are
trying to achieve?

•

Do our products and services still to make a
difference to the consumer?

•

What stands up apart from our
competition?

•

How do we communicate and showcase
ourselves now and in the future?

The key list
of actions are:
•

Maintain a presence and
continued engagement on
your digital channels

•

Keep existing members
informed and up to date,
whilst building confidence
that it will safe to return
and that you are
following guidelines

•

Finalise all operational
marketing practices
and guidelines for staff
and customers

•

Agree who and how you
target the wider community
ensuring your key messages
are front and centre to
your marketing

•

Use real assets
wherever possible

•

Use data, research and
customer insights to make
informed decisions

•

Focus on the positive
opportunities whilst
maintaining the best
practice f rom
previous experience

•

Tier all plans to be
reactive depending on
how guidelines change
with a lead in approach
to opening followed by an
opening phase

•

Gearing your marketing
and spend to the relevant
audiences at the
relevant time

•

Generate new leads

Marketing Guidance Notes
– ensuring the building blocks are in place

When planning a marketing campaign you want to get the most from
your investment.
The matrix below pulls together areas to focus on to ensure that you lay the
groundwork to see that return. Many of these will/should already be in place and will
be a part of your overarching business strategy, however a review or alignment is
advised. The matrix is designed to sign post you to the information that will help you to
maximise the effectiveness of a campaign.
Strategy

Marketing
Activity

Guidance/Supporting Links
•
•

How to get
market
intelligence to
support your
marketing plan

Business Plan
Priorities
•
•

Sport
Governing
Body
Research

•
•
•

Sport
Governing
Body
Research

•
•
•

Demographic
/ Socio
Economic
information

•

The marketing plan and the information it reveals, through
research, needs to inform the overall business plan and
vice-versa.
Consider those brands/areas which carry the most
significance to your business – these should get a similar
percentage of your marketing spend. As a guide, if overall
marketing spend is 5% of turnover and memberships
income is 35% of that turnover then 35% of the 5%
marketing spend should be attributed to membership
promotions.
Current Bigwave clients spend between 3% and 5%
of turnover on marketing (excluding staff) as a broad
benchmark. When opening new facilities this can be more.
Read this blog article for info and ideas on how to pivot
and grow your business through COVID-19 - https://www.
bigwavemedia.co.uk/blog/win-and-surviving-duringcovid-19/
This site contains a wealth of research and guidance
- https://www.local.gov.uk/sustainable-communitystrategies-and-local-development-frameworks
Understanding partners and their needs is critical to
collaborative working and can assist you marketing efforts.
Each individual governing body of sport will have their
own Whole Sport Plan or bounce back campaign/support
to refer to, with additional evidence or guidance found on
their websites.
They often have their own specialist who really understand
their market.
Sport England and UKactive are collaborating on a
national campaign.
Community Leisure UK are running a national campaign
for Trusts.
For a guide on how to use demographic data read this blog
- https://www.bigwavemedia.co.uk/blog/uses-ofdemographic-data

•
•
•

•

•
•

Market
segmentation

•

•

Sport England
Market
Segmentation

•
•
•

•
•

Arts Council
Segmentation

•

•

Emerging
Themes

Social Media
and Blogging
Platforms

•
•
•

•
•

There are a number of free sources within the local
authority for demographic information, or you can
purchase information.
The ‘free’ information often doesn’t tell you what you need
to know though.
Bigwave media use Experian the same database that the
government uses for its demographic information – a great
source of accurate and insightful data. We can provide
Experian reports direct to you and help you understand
them.
Experian reports include: Summary demographics, area
population growth / decline, population summary, age
breakdown, marital status, ethnic makeup and customer
plotting.
https://acorn.caci.co.uk/
Acorn profiling is a powerful consumer classification that
segments the UK population. Many marketing/advertising
agencies (Bigwave media included) and mailing houses
will plot your existing memberships base for free to
understand the makeup of your current members.
Using this analysis you can view areas likely to yield higher
converting members by finding ‘look-a-like members. You
can remove postcode targets from your campaign where
the market segmentation is not a good match for you
membership profile.
If you’d like Bigwave media to plan and manage your
campaign we will complete a free membership profile https://www.bigwavemedia.co.uk/contact.html
https://segments.sportengland.org/
Sport England Market Segmentation helps to combine
non-user research with site specific data to start to build a
picture of your local community.
Use non-user research to fill the gaps but look for
opportunities in the market to allow you to focus your
attention.
https://www.artscouncil.org.uk/participating-andattending/culture-based-segmentation
The Arts Council ‘Audience Spectrum’ provides a
segmentation of the UK population into 10 distinct groups.
A pen portrait of each audience segment includes
information about their cultural behaviours, attitudes and
preferences:
https://www.theaudienceagency.org/audiencespectrum/profiles
Ensure that whatever is current either in the economy or
on the national or international stage that may affect the
business plan is taken into consideration such as economic
downturn.
Use Emerging Themes to influence your marketing i.e. ‘This
Girl Can’ as these are automatically getting broad media
coverage in the papers and TV.
https://www.marketingweek.com/marketing-news/
Similarly, national campaigns like the Community Leisure
UK national Trust campaign offer a quick and easy way to
pull together a marketing campaign that has national buy
in.
https://www.bigwavemedia.co.uk/blog/tags/
Social+Media
Keeping on top of trends can ensure you utilise the latest
tools and align with audience content preferences.

•

Corporate
Mission
Statement

•

It is be important to align your efforts with the
organisations own corporate mission statement to ensure
that there is agreement in the direction taken.
A strong mission statement can help you stand out above
your competitors and give you that competitive advantage.
Trusts in the leisure and cultural space can play to their
advantage of being a not-for-profit organisation, investing
in the community.

Current
Market
Position

•

Ensure that your high-level Corporate Plan is considered
and that actions are based on the achievement of these
goals.

Market
Overview
including
competitors

•

Position yourselves against your competitors and see how
you shape up against them consider: product, place, price,
promotion, people, process, physical evidence.
https://www.cim.co.uk/media/4772/7ps.pdf

Marketing
SWOT Analysis

•

•

•
•
•

Competitor
Analysis

•
•

Assumptions

Consider your strengths, weaknesses, opportunities
and threats.
Create an action plan to address your key concerns.
Know who you are competing against in all areas, including
their price point.
Even if you feel you know the competition, check out their
website or social media – are they doing anything different,
have they pivoted?
What marks out your organisation as different to them –
this is your competitive advantage.
Download a free Campaign pack which includes a
competitor analysis template

•

Clearly identify any decisions which are based on
assumptions because the facts or information are not
available.

•

Base your marketing on and reflect the business plan
objectives.
It is critical that all marketing activity is focussed toward
achieving business plan objectives.
Not all objectives will be financial. They may include social,
moral or participation targets which need to be met.

Business Plan
Objectives

•

Milestones
to measure
performance
short, medium
and long term

•

Internal
environmental
analysis
including
contractual
and
operational
constraints

•

•

•
•

•
•

•

Key Performance Indicators are critical to identify
marketing success.
If you don’t measure it, you can’t manage it.
Managing your marketing spend is critical along with
measurement of the return on that investment.
Understand the particular environment within which your
business operates.
Conduct on site audits across the customer journey.
Particularly important during post lockdown opening
will be social distancing signage and tools – ensure your
facility is equipped with the latest signage and distancing
measures:
https://www.bigwavemedia.co.uk/signage-store.html

Action
How do you
deliver effective
marketing
communications

•

Marketing
Strategy

•

•
•

Marketing
Plan
•

•

Target
Markets
Market
Segmentation
/ Penetration

•
•
•

•

Market
Potential

Strategic
Positioning

Brand
Strategy

•

Create a clear marketing planning for each campaign you
run
Your plan/s should answer all these questions - How will
you reach your intended audience, what are the key dates,
what materials will this include, what channels will you
use, what is the budget breakdown, when does each
element need to be created by?
Download a free Campaign pack which includes a
marketing plan template

From the demographic analysis have Target Markets been
identified?
There needs to be an understanding of the link between
market segmentation and increasing market penetration.
By identifying target markets you are segmenting the
market. By getting them to buy your products and
services you are penetrating that market.
Knowing the value of your market and the cost of
penetrating it are important figures.

Once you know your current market penetration and the
size of the market you can work out your market potential
and its value.
This in turn helps you evaluate the budget you should put
towards your campaign.

•

Ensure that Senior Managers are leading this process.

•

Management of key brands via brand guides is critical
for corporate consistency. Especially if you contract third
parties to help create your assets.
Ensure your campaign plan and assets will reflect your
brand identity.
In certain market environments it may be necessary to
review your brand and realign it with emerging trends.

•
•

•

Product
Lifecycle

Ensure any campaigns are aligned with your overarching
marketing strategy.
In times of crisis the marketing strategy may need
dramatic rewrites to adapt it to a new operating
environment.

•

Products need managing based upon their position in
their Lifecycle – rising star, cash cow, problem child and
dog. Review your marketing tactics with regards to any
particular brand.
Group Exercise has a track record in leisure for following
this process clearly. In fact all areas including swimming
development needs to understand how they can use this
to keep things fresh and alive.

•

•

Price Strategy

•

Public
Relations
Strategy

Advertising
Strategy

•

A PR Strategy should be based on clear outcome
requirements and within the budget.

•

Ensure that all forms of media used are monitored in
terms of effectiveness to determine future decisions.
Negotiate on rates – many publications will move on rates
to win your business.
Do you have any advertising slots pre-booked that you can
utilise? Often radio and magazine adverts are booked in
blocks and used as required or on a recurring basis.

•
•

•

E-marketing
Strategy

•

•

Social Media
Strategy

•

•
•

Sales Strategy

•
•

•

Referral
Strategy

For many consumer ‘price’ is their overriding factor to
decide if they purchase or not. However there are many
frontiers you can compete one, price being just one.
Others include location, convenience, quality, reputation,
added value, loyalty, brand position.
Through competitor analysis you should have a good
understanding of what your competitors charge. Use
this to your advantage to either undercut (where
possible) or provide added value. Added value can be
merely highlighting the added value you already offer
over a competitor. In leisure this might be free parking,
swimming, more weekly classes, free training reviews etc.
The price, offer or competitive advantage should form
a key focus of your campaign so is important to identify
before starting campaign concepts.

•

Will data capture form part of your campaign? If so, can
you flow the data straight into your customer relationship
Management system (CRM) or into an eCampaigns
system?
If you have automated systems in place, will the campaign
affect these – you may need to make adjustments or
pause competing campaigns.
If there is a social media strategy in place then ensure
the social media team or person responsible for posting
integrates the campaign into the content plan.
Do you have access to push the campaign to all your social
media channels?
Clear links need to be made between the marketing
communication and the resultant sales that they produce.
Evidence of plan, do, review, should be clear at all stages.
Identifying clear links between marketing and sales
performance is essential for achieving Key Performance
Indicators and business plan objectives.
Is there a sales process in place one you have captured
a lead.
Consider the sales funnel and if you will remarket and
or drip feed content to the leads you capture that do
not convert.
Key brands should have a referral scheme in place which
is monitored and measured.
Use your referral scheme to promote the new campaign
– ensure you create a member incentive for them to
promote your offer to friends/family.

•

Retention
Strategy

Website
Strategy

Stakeholder
Engagement

Community
Engagement
Non User
Engagement
Real Time
Customer
Service
Engagement

Data
protection
& GDPR

How do you
deliver effective
marketing
communications

Campaign
plan

Understanding
of how ‘I make
a difference’
to marketing
effectiveness

Sales training

Involve the
Team in
Marketing
Meetings

•
•

Key brands should already have a retention process in
place which is monitored and measured.
Retention has become increasingly recognised as an
essential part of the business process as the cost of
attracting new customers continues to rise.
Ensure that any leads you convert continue to stay a
member – if members leave every three months you’ll
need three times as many leads per campaign.

•

A PR Strategy should be based on clear outcome
requirements and within the budget.

•

Update all stakeholders on the campaign and goals
once it is planned and launched.
Ask them to promote the campaign within their
own networks.

•

•
•

Share your campaign with the community and partners
– bloggers, local networks and groups may help to spread
your message.
Social media can be good at reaching these audiences.

•

If you have previously conducted surveys or outreach
to identify non-user needs and requirements then
now is the time to review that data and see if you can
understand what objections or barriers to using your
services have been. How can you remove these blockers?

•
•
•

https://ico.org.uk/for-organisations/
Ensure you capture of data applies to local legislation.
Ensure your use of data, post campaign, adheres to local
legislation and the usage statement you made to those
that provided their data.

•

Assisting wider staff in your organisation to understand
what the campaign is, how it is being delivered, the key
dates and the budgeted and expected outcomes.
This helps the team to understand the ca and interact
with or inform prospects upon enquiry.

•

•

Do the Team understand the difference they are making
to people’s lives by the activity they assist to deliver.
Internal communication can play an important part in
getting that message across and driving a campaign
once the prospect enters the facility.

•

Evidence of sales systems and procedures with staff
engagement is important.
Provide all sales staff with the campaign plan and
training on how to handle a lead.

•

•

The Team may know and live in the community,
involvement will give greater ownership.

What resources
have been
committed to
achieve these
outcomes?

Marketing
Team

Full Service
Marketing
Agency/Third
party supplier
Promotional
Spend Budget
Partner
Funding

Training

•
•

•

Does the marketing team have ownership of the
campaign?
Do they have a clear budget?

•

What level of support do the marketing team have to
deliver their outcomes and is this adequately resourced?
Bigwave media is a full-service marketing agency. We
can support your campaign from planning through to
complete delivery: www.bigwavemedia.co.uk

•

Has the promotional spend been accurately costed?

•

Is there opportunity to work in partnership with other
organisations or services that may be able to provide
financial contributions or ancillary support?

•

Well trained staff, particularly across sales can help a
campaign succeed by driving conversions once you have
captured a lead.

•

Measuring achievement against and contribution to the
objectives of the business plan. Marketing often focuses
on the external communication but in reality the internal
communication of results and outcomes can have just as
much significance on performance.
Feeding back sales information, conversions and referral
type information can have an important impact on the
business.

Measurement

How do you
measure your
outcomes?

Achievement
against
Business Plan

Achievement
against Sales
Targets
Achievement
against
Local Area
Agreement
Achievement
against
Sustainable
Community
Strategy
Key
Performance
Indicators
Market
Segmentation
/ Penetration
Return on
Investment

•

•

Measure achievement against sales target and how they
are improving.

•

Measuring achievement against LAA and how the
campaign has contributed to it may be possible.

•

Measure achievement against Sustainable Community
Strategy (if applicable)

•

Measure achievement against KPI’s and the action plans
to meet them – fir instance social media metrics, paid
media cost per click rates.

•

Measure achievement against Market Penetration and
benefits of segmenting the market.

•

Measure achievement against previous Returns on
Investment figures and is there significant improvement.

Google
Analytics

Search Engine
Optimisation

•
•
•

•
•

https://analytics.google.com/analytics/web/
A good source for web traffic and built in tools to analyse
you visitors – particularly useful if you drive traffic to a
landing page
Measure achievement against previous Google Analytic
Reports.

Measure improvements in Search Engine Optimisation
(SEO).
Run a free SEO check up https://www.bigwavemedia.co.uk/seocheckup/

Social Media
Metrics
(Engagement)

•

Measure improvements in Social Media metrics

PR Coverage
Analysis/
Media
Monitoring

•

Measure achievement against PR targets.

•

Regular reviews of Business Plan achievement and
amendment to ensure targets are achieved. Weekly
meetings for sales and retention for main brands and
monthly meetings for wider process issues.

•

Regular meetings are held to discuss outcomes and to
determine future plans.

Celebration
of Success

•

Informing the Team and stakeholders of success against
campaign actions and targets, informing of what is still
required.

Customer
Relationship
Management

•

Feedback from customers, the management of customer
data and ensuring that points of contact are recorded.
Try mystery shopping you campaign for effective
feedback.

Regular Team
Reviews

•

Sharing success with the Team, amending marketing
strategy/campaign plan as a result of Team feedback,
regularly reviewing progress.

•

Have national or regional awards been achieved and is
there a strategy for supporting this approach

REVIEW
How do you
review what
you measure?

Business Plan
Achievement
Review

Monthly
Management
Meetings

Local and
National
Awards /
Recognition

•

Creating your
Marketing Plan
Having considered the elements that will ensure
your campaign delivers a return on investment,
how do you pull together a campaign plan?
You’ll need the following ingredients:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Budget
Offer/focus
Concepts/artwork
Creation dates
Assets
Channels
Delivery dates

All of these then go into your plan and create an
actionable and informative campaign plan. It can be
adaptive and flexible to change, but it should serve
as the basis of a solid roadmap that all internal staff
and third-party suppliers can follow.

Offer/Focus
January campaigns divide opinion – between offering
discounts/incentives via a special offer or driving
interest through a general awareness campaign.
Whether you choose offer or awareness, the
campaign will need a core focus with linked tagline.
For offers this is straight forward - it is the deal.
This might be:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Special price point
Reduction/discount
Extra months for free/Payment holidays
Free gifts
Free add-ons/extras
Guarantees
Money back offers
Higher membership tiers at the price of a
lower one
Anything that provides added-value over
and above a normal price/plan

Budget
As a guide, if overall
marketing spend is 5% of
turnover and memberships
income is 35% of that
turnover then 35% of the 5%
marketing spend should be
attributed to membership
promotions (across a year).
If you don’t have pre-scribed
budget then adopt this
work in line with previous
campaigns.
We’d recommend aligning
a budget with that of
your typical January
campaign spend. As the
leisure industries highest
competitive month, January
tends to be where the
highest concentration if
budget is focused, and
where the largest single
influx of members tends
to come f rom. View the
bounce-back campaign as
akin to a highly competitive
January campaign. There are
likely to be less prospects
in the market and a flood of
facilities looking for custom,
meaning your campaign
needs to penetrate the
market more so than ever.

For awareness this is needs to be your
competitive advantage or your greatest
feature. This might be:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wider range of facilities than
local competitors
Unique facilities
Unique on-boarding or ongoing
support programme
Specific or branded kit/classes/shows
Technology innovation/access to
unique technology
24/7 or high level of access
Free/easy parking
Partner discounts
Strong sense of community

Depending on your focus this will then
feed straight into your concepts and form
the basis of your concept.
A note on price points:
Displaying your price online clearly
allows people to make an informed
and quick decision. Leaving price as a
surprise/secret until they get to page
two of the sign-up form is risky business,
not to mention annoying from a visitor
perspective. If the visitor has to go back
and review what they will be getting for
their monthly DD they may then have
to leave the page. The moment will be
gone. They may return but is it worth the
risk? While the debate on whether you
should display your price point is often a
contentious one, we feel it is beneficial to
display your prices.

Download a free Campaign pack which
includes a Campaign Briefing template

Concepts/artwork
With a strong offer or focus the
next step is to create the brief for
the initial concept. It is typically
easier to draft the complete text
for the largest asset that will
form part of your campaign. For
a digital and print campaign this
is usually a leaflet, for digital only
this is typically a landing page.
Drafting the text helps to clarify
your offer and reasons for people
to join you over competitors.
A typical leaflet/landing page
should include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tagline
Offer
Benefits
Added value
Images/video
Motivating statement
Call to action (CTA)
Other contact details
Terms and conditions (T&Cs)

If working with a designer or a
third-party agency, then pull your
draft text into a campaign brief.
This should include the following
(note: some may not be required if
you have an existing relationship
with the agency/designer):
• Brand statement
• About us
• Project brief
(inc draft text for largest asset)
• Target audience
• Advertising objective
• Key consumer message
• Key consumer benefit
• Competitors
• Advertising tone
• Advertising mediums
• Execution requirements
• Timeline
• Budget
• Other considerations

Creation dates and delivery dates

Demographics

These are the dates required for the campaign
plan working backwards from your campaign
start date what is the lead time – i.e. how long
will it take any print materials to be printed
and delivered, how long prior to that does your
designer/agency ned to design, finalise and sign
off the artwork?

While outlined in
the Marketing Notes,
demographics is probably
one of the most useful pieces
of preparation you could
make to ensure an successful
campaign and limit spend
wastage.

Broad timelines, as an approximation (printers/
suppliers/designers will vary their own times) are:
•
•
•

•
•

Print – 2 to 8 days (longer for larger size or 		
larger volume print products)
Design – 5 days for an initial design concept,
1-2 days for amends
Advertising – times vary greatly but outdoor 		
media can be booked up months in advance.
Radio will require production time, however 		
print media requires the shortest notice
Digital PPC – 1-2 days
Social graphics (create these last).
Allow approx 2-3 days.

Remember to factor in time for colleagues
and any relevant stakeholders to proof your
campaign designs.

Assets
Once your initial design is created it can be
rolled out across all channels to all dimensions.
This should be a simple process, although all
dimensions and technical requirements should
be clear.
Start with the most complex and move onto
those that will be required by the printers/
suppliers the soonest.

Channels
Planning how and where to promote your
campaign requires planning and, ideally,
historical data.

Use your data to analyse
existing members and
target your spend. Once
you locate and learn
more about your existing
members you can undertake
market segmentation and
identification of your ideal
prospect.
Take that intel to target the
correct demographics for
both traditional and digital
methods. You’ll know who,
where and what the best
way to reach your prospects
are then you can choose the
correct channels.

Distributions and Direct Mail

Media advertising

Leaflets or Direct Mail campaigns can still yield
conversions. With spend increasingly focussed on
digital methids, a carefully targeted piece of mail
through the door commands increasing attention
ad similar doormat marketing has dropped away.
Carefully plan out any leaflet based distributions
though to ensure you are targeting the correct
audience.

Traditional newspaper, radio
and TV advertising still have
a place in the mix if you
choose the correct approach.

There are different forms of distributions/
Direct Mail:
Solus is an individual leaflet distribution, delivered
door to door by third parties.
Free newspapers is a leaflet slipped into the local
free newspaper – very few of these still exists
across the UK.
Royal Mail provide door to door distribution,
delivering marketing literature among the daily
post.
Direct mail is very different and is delivered
through posting a letter/marketing piece to
individuals. This can feel more personalised and
enables marketers to include personalisation in
letters/materials.
Databases - To complete a Direct Mail you
will need an existing database or will need to
purchase a prospect dartabase. If purchasing,
then you are limited by the restrictions that
data list have, these can be rich in information
and used more than once (if the licence allows)
but can be expensive. Ensure you purchase
responsibly and adhere to GDPR legislation and
internal policies.

Ads on TV are now more
affordable and can reach
specific demographics
targets as they are delivered
through digital systems.
Running a promotion with
the media outlets can help to
generate increased exposure
and enable opportunities for
data capture that can then
be used for e-marketing or
SMS purposes. These can
also be promoted via your
social media channels in
order to cross reference
your marketing methods.
These are often all free to
include if you are offering a
worthwhile prize such as a
f ree membership.

External advertising

Public Relations

Plan in advance again by reviewing your core
areas, you can then research the best options
such as billboards, bus shelters, or even try and
secure a space for your own banners in a busy
area!

Public relations (PR) is about
reputation – the result of
what you do, what you say
and what others say about
you.

External advertising is a great way to advertise to
a wide range of public, for example the passing
traffic and commuters. Plus, it is more affordable
than you might think. With these types of ads, is
easy and fast to get to new members.

PR works best when it’s
combined with other
marketing tools such as
advertising or direct mail.
The more ways you can get
your messages out there the
better. Is an important part
of the marketing mix – but
you should use it alongside
your normal promotional,
advertising, marketing, and
direct mail activities. There
may be a range of press
releases you could issue, for
instance:

After analysing the data, you will have enough
information to know where to place the billboard
and get the most benefit from it. For example,
they can be placed in strategic selling points near
shopping centres or situated where the targeted
public lives.
Bus shelters may be seen by less people, but the
target information is more accurate as they are
placed in different streets and neighbourhoods.
For a longer term investment, why not consider
securing your very own trailer for high impact
banner advertising, that can be moved to make
the most of various different times and events!

•

Measures you are putting
into place to enable social
distancing

•

The support of members
during lockdown

•

The innovativeideas/		
approach the 			
organisation had
during lockdown

•

The innovative ideas/
approach the 			
organisation has 		
implemented post 		
lockdown to enable 		
exercise while adhering to
social distancing

•

Please for support 		
from the public to get the
community back into 		
fitness

Social media
Social media is a great way to engage, inform
and promote – don’t forget to push reopening
news, information and offers out across your
social channels. Focus on the benefits of the
experience that you offer or measures you have
put in place rather than directly trying to sell. The
engagement and content needs to be of interest
and provide good social share options.
The relationship with new members is very
important as they have their first impressions. By
using social media you are increasing the visibility
of your brand, along with its voice and content,
and they need to be maintained.

Paid media & PPC
By far this is the most reliable form of lead
generation. Paid media advertising goes across a
range of networks, but predominantly will be across
either Social (media) or Search (engines).
Search adverts target those with intent – people
searching for specific information – on search
engines like Google and Bing. In a basic example
we could display our campaign advert to anyone
searching for ‘Gym in’ ‘town/city’ (i.e. ‘Gym in Exeter’).
Social adverts on the other hand, while being highly
targeted will not always reach people that have
intent. Ads can be run on platforms like Facebook,
Instagram, Twitter and LinkedIn. Based on the
amount of data the platforms have about their users
(from location to interests) it is simple to ensure
very close matches to your typical target customer
to display your ads too. Expect costs on social paid
adverts to be lower than search because of the lack
of intent inherent in the people that view your ads.
For an ultimate guide to Google Ads view our guide
here: https://www.bigwavemedia.co.uk/blog/theultimate-google-ads-guide-2020/
If your organisation is a registered charity you can
also benefit from a £84,000 grant from Google to
spend on Google Ads. As a Google Partner we can
manage your application and account. For more
information visit https://www.bigwavemedia.
co.uk/blog/is-your-non-profit-missing-out-on£84,000-of-google-grants/

SMS
Same as with eMarketing, SMS can be effective
to contact ex members for new member drives.
With the data that comes from your website, social
media channels, on site and via the phone, you
can directly target these people with your offer to
ensure they receive a personal message from you.
SMS are also really helpful with current members.
Follow up an e-campaign with an SMS campaign
to anyone who hasn’t read or opened the email, to
make sure your offer/message has been received –
this ensures you reach all prospects and don’t send
you message too many times.

eMarketing
Email marketing will be
the easiest, cheapest and
generally most effective
way to reach your existing
members but for a
membership campaign
it can also prove highly
effective when targeting exmembers and any prospects
you hold email addresses for.
Target ex-members with
your latest offer and remind
them what they are missing
out on by highlighting not
only the benefits of joining
your centre but also of the
benefits to them personally.
Ensure the offer is shown
strongly or the unique selling
point (USP) but also an
obvious call to action.
Using the data that you
capture f rom your website,
social media channels, on
site and via the phone you
can directly target these
people with your offer
to ensure they receive a
personal message f rom you.
Interrogate your database
as well, to see if you have
casual users data. If you have
a group that would benefit
f rom becoming a member,
then send that group a
unique message explaining
the various benefits that
they would receive by being
a member.

Landing pages and website
The most important part of any campaign is the Call
To Action – what action you want the reader to take.
If you have sparked an interest in your offer you’ll
generally need to send the prospect somewhere to
sign up or find more information.
While you could send them to page on your
website, consider a dedicated landing page. A
landing page provides a single page that gives
them all the details they need to make a decision:
membership details, facility details, price and sign
up mechanism. Pushing visitors straight to the facts
and an opportunity to sign up will provide greater
conversion rates.
Your main website should have strong visual links
(think big buttons or banners) to your landing
page or sign up form. If a visitor has to dig or click
through a few pages to find the link to sign up then
it isn’t likely to be generating you conversions.
Add web banners or links from internal pages
– particularly popular pages on your site. Check
your Google Analytics data to see which pages of
your site are most popular and ensure these have
promotional spots of call to actions to your online
sign up page.
Keep information about the memberships in the
join online page. If someone wants to join chances
are they want to know what they will get so if they
can’t get that info from the join online page they
may leave your site rather than hunt around for it.
Whether you are sending an email campaign to
ex-members or a direct mailshot to prospects you
should link or provide a custom URL to get people
straight to your joining page. Provided you have
followed the above steps you’ll be giving them all
the information and call to actions to hopefully
convert a lead to a sale.

Campaign plan –
Pre-opening example
Download a free Campaign pack which
includes a Campaign Plan template

Extract example:
Item

Detail

Targeted leaflet distribution

2 x distributions, 1 at start that is generic, 2nd later with a more targeting fitness offering

Leaflet

A5 Targeted leaflets

Vouchers

Vouchers on a leaflet (or book at more cost) to get community businesses that are already
open to give out, Encouraging people to come in and take part in an activity with a
discount (spec / qty tbc)

Papers

Full page adverts in the papers

Facebook and Instagram PPC

£100 per week for 9 weeks

Google PPC

£100 per week for 9 weeks

YouTube

£100 per week for 9 weeks

Spotify

2 x campaigns

Small charity competitions

9 weeks of giveaways (small prizes but something in each area)

Competition follow up

SMS Credits to all who enter the competitions

PPC management fee

Admin, set up, Ongoing tracking, management and analysis of all PPC spend for duration

Sky Adsmart

60 day SkyAdsmart campaign

Microsite update (update the pre launch one to now
open with relevant offers

Update the core microsite with key messages / now open and general messaging

Landing page updates

Update landing pages to sync with the campaigns -

Website banners

Website banners to appear on the website

TV screens

TV screens for advertising the awareness campaign

Members comms

Member communication with guidance

ecampaigns

Series of ecampaigns to existing members and ex members / prospects to entice them in.

App

Notifications via the app

social media

Social media graphics

social media

Regular content and memes (starting to emphasise the key messages and usp's but also
the community angle too, utilising our videos and real imagery wherever possible

Billboard

Large generic advert with now open and then swapped after one month

Advans

Large generic advert with now open and then swapped after one month

correx

Range of branded correx showcasing the wide range of services we offer in the community

T-shirts

T-shirts for all members (could create different colours depending on the brand joined

Campaign plan –
Re-open example
Download a free Campaign pack which
includes a Campaign Plan template

Extract example:
Item

Detail

Targeted leaflet distribution

2 x distributions, 1 at start that is generic, 2nd later with a more targeting fitness offering

Leaflet

A5 Targeted leaflets

Vouchers

Vouchers on a leaflet (or book at more cost) to get community businesses that are already
open to give out, Encouraging people to come in and take part in an activity with a
discount (spec / qty tbc)

Papers

Full page adverts in the papers

Facebook and Instagram PPC

£x per week for 9 weeks

Google PPC

£x per week for 9 weeks

YouTube

£x per week for 9 weeks

Spotify

2 x campaigns

Small charity competitions

9 weeks of giveaways (small prizes but something in each area)

Competition follow up

SMS Credits to all who enter the competitions

PPC management fee

Admin, set up, Ongoing tracking, management and analysis of all PPC spend for duration

Sky Adsmart

60 day SkyAdsmart campaign

Microsite update (update the pre launch one to now
open with relevant offers

Update the core microsite with key messages / now open and general messaging

Landing page updates

Update landing pages to sync with the campaigns -

Website banners

Website banners to appear on the website

TV screens

TV screens for advertising the awareness campaign

Members comms

Member communication with guidance

ecampaigns

Series of ecampaigns to existing members and ex members / prospects to entice them in.

App

Notifications via the app

social media

Social media graphics

social media

Regular content and memes (starting to emphasise the key messages and usp's but also
the community angle too, utilising our videos and real imagery wherever possible

Billboard

Large generic advert with now open and then swapped after one month

Advans

Large generic advert with now open and then swapped after one month

correx

Range of branded correx showcasing the wide range of services we offer in the community

T-shirts

T-shirts for all members (could create different colours depending on the brand joined

Campaign
Guide
A campaign guide is a useful tool to share with
your colleagues and stakeholders. It assists wider
staff in your organisation to understand what the
campaign is, how it is being delivered, the key dates
and the budgeted and expected outcomes.
This helps the team to understand the campaign
and interact with or inform prospects upon enquiry.

Building a campaign guide
What should your report include?
Include the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Campaign dates
Campaign offer or focus
Campaign objectives & message
Campaign mechanics
T&Cs / Notes
Targets
Summary of key target audience.
Sales targets
Marketing campaign methods
Full methods utilised
Artwork examples
Landing page url
Sales team information

Download a free Campaign pack which
includes a Campaign Guide template

Contacting/
re-engaging members
While every facility will vary, depending on how membership/Direct
Debits were handled during lockdown, it’s important to remember to
communicate to existing members.
The following is a basic overview of potential comms to send to members
in the run up and at the point of re-opening.
Segment

Method

Key message

Paying
members

Email

Thank you for your support.
Facilities now open

Text

(To those that hadn’t opened email)
Thank you for your support. Facilities now open

Email

Contact the Club as we are reactivating your membership
from x date

Text

(To those that hadn’t opened email)
Contact the Club as we are reactivating your membership
from x date

Email

Thank you for your support.
Your class starts on x date

Text

(To those that hadn’t opened email)
Thank you for your support. Your class starts on x date

Email

Contact the Club as we are reactivating your membership
from x date - confirm class they are in

Text

(To those that hadn’t opened email)
Contact the Club as we are reactivating your membership
from x date - confirm class they are in

Emails

Re-join as we are now open.
Include any offer

Text

(To those that hadn’t opened email)
Re-join as we are now open – include any offer

Phone Calls

(To those that hadn’t re-joined following email + Text)
Re-join as we are now open – including any offer

Suspended
members

Swim School
paying

Swim School
suspended

Members who
cancelled

Measurement
The main measure of performance will be your return on investment. How many
memberships did you sell, what was the total marketing spend, and therefore how
much did each new member cost you?
There will be wider metrics that will be related to other campaign goals (like brand
awareness) or channel specific figures that will inform future campaigns, but
financial measures are the generally the key performance indicators (KPIs) required.
Here are some key measurements to make/consider:

Average
Length of stay

x

Average
Length of stay

=

Average
Length of stay

Revenue per
Conversion

x

No. of Sales

=

Total Revenue

Total Revenue

–

Expenditure

=

Return on
Investment

To demonstrate the full campaign performance consider showing
metrics related to the sales funnel.

REACH
000
£0.00 (per reach)

ENGAGEMENT
000
£0.00 (per engagement)

REGISTRATIONS
000
£0.00 (per registration) /
0% conversion
(vs eng)

ATTENDEES
00
£0.00
(per attendee)
/ 0%
conversion
(vs reg)

Building a campaign report
Campaign reports are useful. Through the
completion of a report it forces you to gather data
and gain insight into what worked and what didn’t.
It also provides colleagues and stakeholders with
insight into the campaign to gauge the success
and provide intel n future investment in
marketing spend.
What should your report include?
•

Add summary para here about the campaign
objectives
• Add summary para here about the campaign
that was created – i.e
		 o Tagline
		 o Offer
		 o Key mechanisms/channels.
• The campaign goals, i.e:
		 o X number of sales
		 o Brand awareness
• Include 1 or 2 key campaign artwork examples
• Spend breakdown
• Return on investment
• Marketing funnel
• Future campaign improvements - provide bullets
of key improvements to make on next campaign,
i.e:
		 o Utilise more video on future paid media
		
campaigns
		 o Authenticate sending domain to improve
email deliverability
• Impact - provide bullets of key impact, i.e.:
		 o {client name} brand reached x people
		 o {client name} brand engaged and 		
		
interacted with x people
		 o X leads were generated
		 o X sales were made
		 o Social media followers were increased by
		
x followers

COVID-19
Signage
Plan ahead - Coronavirus protection and social
distancing signage solutions.
Safety and confidence will be paramount to
both consumers and staff as we enter into
a new environment, helping everyone to be
aware of the guidance will be vital.
Ease the pressure with our branded solutions
to ensure a safe, consistent message to all
your coronavirus and social distancing signage
requirements as you re-open your business.

3 simple steps to
support the sector
as we get ready to
open again!
1. Online ordering system:
store.bigwave.co.uk
2. Free design with 		
assets branded to
your organisation
3. Pay 10% deposit and 		
receive 3 months 		
interest free credit
on your order*
*

Payment credit based on
minimum order of £500.
Full payment required 3 		
months after order.
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Advertising
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White Papers
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Video

Television

Social Channels
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Newsletters

Radio
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Mobile Apps
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Social media
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Automation

Advertising

Full service marketing agency - powered by science
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For support creating or rolling out
your bounce-back campaigns please:
Call us on: 01392 492380
Email us via:
info@bigwavemedia.co.uk
Contact us online via:
marketing
bigwavemedia.co.uk/contact

marketing

01392 492380

tomgozna@bigwavemedia.co.uk

